
 

 
 

Pennsylvania's Dam Safety Program  

Background 

In 1913, following devastating dam collapses in Johnstown in 1889 and Austin, Potter County in 1911, 
Pennsylvania enacted the first known dam safety legislation in America, providing for the regulation of 
dams and other water obstructions. The current law, Pennsylvania's Dam Safety and Encroachments 
Act (Act 325 of 1978), stems from the 1977 Johnstown flood disaster in which very heavy rains caused 
flooding and dam failures that killed 85 people. 

Today, the Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) Dam Safety Program oversees 
approximately 3,360 dams and reservoirs throughout the state in order to protect the health, safety and 
welfare of citizens and properties downstream. 

Responsibilities 

Under the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, the DEP is empowered to: 

 Regulate dams and reservoirs in Pennsylvania, in order to protect people and property. 

 Oversee the planning, construction, operation and maintenance of dams and reservoirs to 
ensure that safety measures are incorporated whenever possible. 

 Protect the natural resources, environmental rights and values secured by the Pennsylvania 
Constitution and conserve the water quality, natural flow and capacity of our streams and rivers. 

The construction, operation, maintenance, modification and abandonment of dams is reviewed and 
monitored by DEP's Division of Dam Safety. 

DEP inventories and regulates all dams that meet or exceed any one of the following criteria: 

 Impound water from a drainage area of greater than 100 acres; 

 Have a maximum potential water depth greater than 15 feet; or 

 Have a maximum potential storage capacity of 50 acre-feet or greater. 

DEP gives particular attention to dams that could threaten the lives of Pennsylvania's citizens. DEP has 
created a classification for these structures called “high hazard dams.” This designation does not 
suggest the dam is in danger of failing; it indicates that should the dam fail, homes, businesses, 
schools, hospitals and assisted-living care facilities, or important infrastructure would be at risk. 

Inspections 

There are approximately 760 high hazard dams in DEP's regulatory jurisdiction. These dams receive 
two inspections each year—once by a professional engineer on behalf of the owner and once by a DEP 
inspector. 

In addition to annual inspections, owners of high hazard dams must prepare and maintain an 
emergency action plan (EAP) to protect downstream communities in the unlikely event of a dam failure. 
EAPs define responsibilities of dam owners, government agencies and emergency personnel in 
response to various threats or concerns ranging from forecasts of heavy rain to the discovery of 
structural problems. These documents identify structures such as homes, businesses, schools, 
hospitals, assisted-living care facilities and roads that could be inundated by a dam failure. Responses 
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outlined in an EAP could range from 24-hour surveillance of the dam to complete evacuation of an 
endangered community. EAPs are created by the dam owner in cooperation with local and county 
officials, DEP and the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. 

For more information, visit www.dep.pa.gov or call 717-787-8568. 

http://www.dep.pa.gov/

